Moody's Views on the Deleveraging of US REITs and REOCs

Overview

US REITs and other property firms face a particular need to delever their balance sheets given the acute challenges facing commercial real estate – deteriorating fundamentals, an uncertain profit outlook, falling property values, and a significantly tighter lending environment. This need has become even more pronounced with the sharp decline in REIT stock prices, which despite stronger recent performance, are still down 20% since 2008. This report reviews the progress REITs have made in this deleveraging process and the various methods by which they have undertaken to delever, and also comments on the possible lures that may ultimately pull the REITs from their current defensive postures.

In order to strengthen their balance sheets, many US REITs have issued common equity, embarked on asset sale programs, and adjusted their dividend policies. Common equity issuances have become almost commonplace, with 66% of Moody's rated universe having issued stock in 2009. However, asset sales have proven more difficult to execute given the uncertainty over cap rates and a still tight financing environment for would-be buyers. Sales are getting done slowly, however, with the REITs generally seeing more success in executing smaller-scale transactions of less than $50 million.

---

1 Equity REITs within the FTSE NAREIT US Real Estate Index experienced a 41% stock price decline in 2008, partially offset by a 21% stock price increase January-September 2009.

2 For this special comment, Moody's rated universe excludes the following rated US REITs and property-related firms unless otherwise noted: private corrections firms, timber REITs, property service firms, mortgage finance companies, as well as Prime Property Fund, Forest City Enterprises, Interstate Hotels & Resorts, Spirit Finance, Reckson OP, and Centro NP.
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Measured on a book value basis, Moody’s rated US REITs’ overall leverage is down 260 basis points from where it stood in 2000. However, leverage is up significantly as it relates to cash flows and property valuations, which Moody’s believes are the more meaningful metrics in today’s difficult environment. Net Debt/EBITDA stood at 6.4x as of 2Q09, up from 4.7x in 2000. Despite the progress in lowering book leverage to date, Moody’s expects US REITs will need to delever further in order to align their balance sheets with reduced property values and expected declines in cash flows.

Complicating REITs’ efforts to delever is the need to maintain liquidity in what remains a very constrained capital environment. Until recently, the unsecured debt markets had been largely shut for all but the largest, most creditworthy REITs. Even as this market has improved of late, mortgage financing is still one of the most cost effective and readily available sources of capital and many REITs are increasing secured debt levels accordingly. Increased secured debt does not necessarily result in negative ratings actions – particularly if a REIT entered this downturn with a large, high-quality, unencumbered asset pool. However, flexibility is more limited for those REITs that entered the downturn with high secured debt levels, particularly when covenants come under pressure. Negative ratings actions have resulted in some cases and more could follow as the cycle grinds on.

Most REITs are still in defense mode, focused on enhancing their capital structures and preserving liquidity. Once immediate liquidity needs are met (as measured by the ability to fund debt maturities, development, and capital expenditures, generally over the next two years), the longer term question remains as to how deleveraging will ultimately affect growth and business strategies. Many REITs are accumulating capital so that they may take advantage of distressed investing opportunities that will inevitably materialize. Moody’s will closely monitor the extent to which leverage increases once REITs resume growth via development, acquisitions, or both.

Ratings Impact

It is important to note that a significant number of rated REITs have retained their ratings so far in the downturn. Since the beginning of 2009, only 18 issuers out of the 71 Moody’s rated REITs and REOCs have been downgraded. Of these downgrades, 13 involved speculative grade companies. However, Moody’s believes that REITs’ current credit profiles could face further pressure given the headwinds that continue to confront the sector. The ability to make meaningful progress in deleveraging is essential to providing cushion against declining cash flows. The reduction of debt, along with moderate use of secured capital and adequate debt service coverage, are necessary for REITs to maintain existing credit ratings.

Leverage Trends: 2000-2Q09

Moody’s considers three metrics in assessing a given REIT’s overall leverage. These metrics use a book value based approach, a cash flow based approach, and a market value based approach. During a period of rising property valuations, book value leverage (debt + preferred stock as a % of gross assets) is a conservative means of assessing leverage levels. However, in environments such as the one that exists today where prices are falling, book value might understate leverage. The extent of any such understatement depends on when (i.e., at what point in the real estate cycle) the properties in the portfolio of a given REIT were added to its balance sheet, as these assets are recorded on the balance sheet at cost.

As such, Moody’s analysis also considers how a REIT’s debt levels compare to its current and expected cash flows (Net Debt/EBITDA) as well as to its current and expected property valuations (debt + preferred stock as a % of estimated portfolio market value, with value assessed using a range of cap rates and stressed NOI amounts). Moody’s believes that together these metrics provide a more complete analysis of leverage and better comparison amongst companies. When assessing a particular REIT’s capital structure, these leverage metrics are considered in conjunction with other key factors such as fixed charge coverage, earnings volatility, debt maturity laddering, and the size and quality of its unencumbered assets pool.

---

3 Includes all US REITs & REOCs rated by Moody’s as of 9/30/09
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**US REITs' Leverage Trends (2000-2Q09)**

![Graph showing US REITs' leverage trends from 2000 to 2Q09.]

Source: SNL Financial and company reports. Data set includes Moody’s rated US REITs and property-related firms with the following exceptions: private corrections firms, timber REITs, property service firms, mortgage finance companies, as well as Prime Property Fund, Forest City Enterprises, Interstate Hotels & Resorts, Spirit Finance, Reckson OP, and Centro NP.

**Book Leverage vs. Current MVLA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Book Leverage 6/30/09</th>
<th>MVLA Leverage @ 9% Cap Rate</th>
<th>MVLA vs Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.5% NOI</td>
<td>-5.0% NOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>71.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average:</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measured on a book value basis, Moody’s rated US REITs’ overall leverage is down 260 basis points since 2000. However, leverage is up significantly on a market value basis derived by analyzing projected cash flows and property valuations, which are the more meaningful metrics in today’s environment of pressured earnings and rising cap rates. Moody’s MVLA indicates that average book leverage would be understated by 10 to 13 percentage points, depending on the decline in NOI (assuming a 9% cap rate). Net Debt/EBITDA stood at 6.4x as of 2Q09, up from 4.7x in 2000. Despite the progress in lowering book leverage to date, Moody’s expects US REITs will delever further in order to align their balance sheets with lower property valuations and expected declines in cash flows.
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Within Moody’s rated REIT universe, leverage varies greatly by company and property type. On a book leverage basis, retail REITs have the highest debt levels on average, followed by multifamily, industrial, lodging, office, and healthcare REITs. Retail REITs, particularly the regional mall REITs, historically have carried relatively higher leverage (over 60%) due to the steadier nature of the cash flows generated by long-term leases and large properties.

As measured on a Net Debt/EBITDA basis, multifamily REITs are among the most highly leveraged REITs. Retail REITs have longer lease terms (typically 10+ years with renewal options versus one-year leases for multifamily), so the negative impact from occupancy pressures and tenant bankruptcies has been somewhat offset for the retail sector by positive re-leasing spreads. The multifamily REITs’ historically higher leverage is partly owing to their access to financing through the GSEs – a particularly cost efficient means of accessing capital in today’s market. Many companies have increasingly taken advantage of this form of financing over the past year as a means of enhancing liquidity. Moody’s notes that even as higher Net Debt/EBITDA ratios are key credit challenges for many multifamily REITs, the companies’ access to GSE financing somewhat mitigates these risks by enhancing the sector’s direct access to liquidity and by making the sale of assets easier in today’s market due to a potential buyer's access to this financing.

Healthcare REITs have the lowest leverage as measured on both a book and cash flow basis. Despite the longer-term nature of the leases, healthcare REITs are exposed to a high amount of potential earnings volatility due to changes in government reimbursement programs, which have had a pervasive negative impact on the sector in the past. They are also exposed to high tenant and property sub-type concentrations, and often weak tenant credit profiles. Therefore, Moody’s expects healthcare REITs to maintain relatively more conservative credit metrics. We note that many healthcare REITs’ book leverage is substantially below historical levels (effective leverage at 39% as of 2009 versus 50% in 2000), although Net Debt/EBITDA is up modestly (4.7x for 2Q09 versus 3.9x in 2000). This is partially due to the large volume of lower-yielding investments executed over recent years – a cyclical peak in real estate valuations. Positively, we note that much of this activity has enhanced diversification, with many healthcare REITs investing more capital in lower cap rate property sub-types (such as medical office buildings) and reducing exposure to higher cap rate, higher risk businesses (such as skilled nursing facilities.)
Deleveraging via Common Equity and Asset Sales

In response to the financial crisis, many US REITs have issued common equity as a means of strengthening their balance sheets. Despite sagging stock prices, a handful of REITs tested the equity markets in early 2009 and experienced surprisingly strong investor demand and subsequent share price outperformance. As the REIT equity markets have rebounded in 2009, an increasing number of REITs have been encouraged to tap common equity as an available form of capital, although one still expensive by some measures. Through September 2009, 66 real estate companies have issued $22 billion of common equity.

The first use of this capital has been to ensure sufficient liquidity to meet short- and intermediate-term funding needs, including debt maturities, capital expenditures, and development in progress. Once the ability to meet these needs has been satisfied, many REITs are using the incremental equity to reduce debt via tender offers, open market repurchases and paying down credit lines. Looking within Moody's rated universe, 31 REITs have issued equity year-to-date through September 2009. Among these REITs, effective leverage has declined 367 basis points as of 2Q09 while Net Debt/EBITDA has increased 1 basis point (note that 3Q09 issuances won’t be reflected until 3Q09 financials are reported.)

While REIT stock prices may remain relatively volatile over the next year as a result of declining fundamentals, constrained capital markets and negative sentiment towards commercial real estate, we note that stock price does not necessarily reflect an individual REIT’s credit worthiness, though relative performance can provide valuable signaling information. However, if REIT stock prices were to resume significant declines without recovery, it could make it increasingly difficult for the firms to access this important source of capital and accomplish their deleveraging goals.

Many REITs have also embarked on asset sale programs as a means of enhancing liquidity and deleveraging. However, asset sales have proven more difficult to execute given the uncertainty over cap rates and a still tight financing environment for would-be buyers. Sales are getting done slowly with the REITs generally seeing more success in executing smaller-scale transactions (less than $50 million). Multifamily assets are particularly marketable investments in this environment given the availability of GSE financing. We note that sales executed in today’s market would likely be dilutive to earnings. Given the challenges of sourcing capital at this time, however, the effect on a given REIT’s credit profile would likely be neutral-to-positive, depending on the extent to which proceeds were used to reduce leverage.

Revised Dividend Policies – Another Helpful Tool

Several REITs have also adjusted their dividend policies via either an outright reduction in payment and/or partial distribution in the form of stock. The movement to a stock dividend takes advantage of a December 2008 IRS ruling which gave US REITs the green light to pay out up to 90% of their common dividends in stock. So far, only nine REITs have elected to pay a portion of 2009 dividends in shares while 57 REITs have cut or suspended their overall payments. The highest proportion of dividend cuts was among the office and retail companies.

Moody’s views the stock dividend as a short-term net credit positive to rated REITs and the sector as a whole, as it provides an additional channel by which firms may shore up liquidity. However, the use of stock dividends over a sustained period does raise questions as to whether a given REIT is using this as a lever of last resort to mask the existence of deeper liquidity challenges. As it stands now, the IRS ruling remains in effect only through the 2009 tax year so it might be of limited use to REITs going forward. However, to the extent a REIT is paying out amounts in excess of its taxable income, a dividend cut would remain a viable option.

---

5 SNL Financial. This data set includes all North American real estate companies tracked by SNL.
6 SNL Financial. This data set includes all US real estate companies tracked by SNL.
Secured Debt as a Key Source of Financing

Although access to the unsecured debt markets has improved somewhat for the sector of late (particularly for the most creditworthy REITs), this market was largely closed for the last 18 months. As a result, REITs have been forced to pursue other types of external capital, mainly secured financing. With the CMBS market in a state of flux, most of the secured borrowing activity has been in the form of traditional mortgages on individual assets. A handful of REITs, however, are working to structure CMBS deals that would allow them to borrow through the Federal Reserve’s Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) program. Whether it be through TALF or traditional mortgage financing, investment grade REITs generally have better access to secured capital versus other real estate companies due to their overall lower leverage levels, higher quality assets and sizable unencumbered asset pools. As a result, many REITs have been taking advantage of this capital source, using proceeds to refinance maturing debt and pay down lines of credit balances. Some REITs have also been able to buy back or tender for their debt at a discount, minimizing future refinancing risk. Not surprisingly, the challenging capital environment has caused REIT secured debt levels to rise modestly. Among REITs rated Baa by Moody’s, the average level of secured debt was 13.7% of gross assets at 2Q09, up from 10.9% at YE07.

The GSEs continue to be the silver lining supporting liquidity in the multifamily space. The average secured debt level for Moody’s rated multifamily REITs has steadily increased to 28.6% at 2Q09, up from 20% at YE07. Conversely, effective leverage for the space has remained relatively flat at 52.9% at 2Q09 versus 53.1% at YE07. Relative to other forms of debt available, agency capital has been a cheaper alternative with loan terms that are generally longer, making this a favorable financing tool. This probably explains why we have not witnessed as many multifamily REITs participating in the recent waves of equity issuance across the sector. We expect the multifamily REITs to continue leaning on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac for capital, so long as the GSEs’ appetite for this product type remains strong and pricing stays competitive.

Moody’s notes that while the use of secured financing has strengthened some REITs’ liquidity positions, it does also result in weakened unencumbered asset profiles. Securing assets causes incremental subordination for unsecured creditors and limits operating flexibility as it can be difficult to sell the collateralized assets at a later date. Furthermore, most REITs’ unsecured bonds have secured debt and unencumbered assets covenants (typically requiring a secured debt to total assets ratio of less than 40% and an unencumbered assets to unsecured debt ratio of greater than 150%) - two covenants that would be put to
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the test if the use of secured debt were to become excessive. We do note that the GSE financings typically feature asset substitution rights, which afford the multifamily companies greater operational flexibility versus traditional secured debt.

Moody’s anticipates that rated REITs will seek to reduce the amount of secured debt in their capital structures as the credit markets recover. That being said, until the markets show further improvement, we expect secured financing will remain an important source of liquidity for REITs.

Unsecured Credit Lines Remain a Critical Source of Liquidity

Moody’s believes that retaining unrestricted access to a committed unsecured line of credit is critical in the current credit environment. As such, Moody’s closely monitors a REIT’s ability to maintain adequate cushion under all covenant tests. Moody’s considers a committed unsecured line of credit as reliable as cash as long as there is adequate covenant cushion, the line is funded by a diverse group of well-capitalized banks, and there are at least two years remaining until maturity (including extensions at the issuer’s option). Equally important is the size of the credit facility versus the REITs’ capital needs coupled with sufficient line availability (at least 50%).

As 2009 began, Moody’s was concerned that the REIT sector would be unable to renew credit lines sufficiently large to deal with upcoming funding needs. Thus far, strong bank relationships have generally helped REITs renew their credit lines on reasonable terms, albeit at higher interest rates. Even as capacity on the new lines has declined for some companies, REITs generally seem to be obtaining facilities adequate in size to address their capital needs.

How Long Will REITs Stay on the Defensive?

What happens after REITs satisfy their deleveraging goals? Undoubtedly, some companies will be better positioned than others to take advantage of the profitable investment and development opportunities that will arise. Moody’s views the current deleveraging within the space as necessary and positive, but it remains to be seen whether REITs will remain committed to lower leverage levels over the longer term – particularly once capital markets have stabilized. This unique economic environment could create several opportunities for the sector:

- **Acquiring quality assets at bargain prices.** REITs with fortified balance sheets are well prepared to acquire distressed assets down the road. Although the transaction market remains strained⁸, we expect to see some stressed, over-leveraged operators offload their properties in the coming months, creating buying opportunities for well-capitalized REITs with modest leverage.

- **A return to development when market fundamentals improve.** For many REITs, development is a core business and part of their overall growth strategy. But since the credit crisis began, REITs which were large developers have had to scale back development projects as a means to preserving liquidity. Moody’s will be closely monitoring development activity as we expect that REITs will slowly ramp up their construction programs once development economics improve.

- **A competitive advantage over debt-burdened players in the private space.** Those investors who employed excessive leverage during the real estate boom will continue to face challenges as they try to refinance their debt and meet other funding needs. However, these situations could present a distinct window of opportunity for those better capitalized REITs. Moody’s expects that we could see an increase in M&A activity as stronger companies acquire weakly-capitalized companies or portfolios.

⁸ “Moody’s/REAL Commercial Property Price Indices,” October 2009
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